
SCOTTISH BORDERS CULTURAL FORUM – August Gathering Notes  

Eastgate Theatre, Peebles, 25th August 2016 

5.30pm-7pm (followed by performance of Borderlines - Asylum Monlogues) 

Attendees:   Jan Butler, Lisa Denham, Sandy Devers, Karen Dick, Rosemary Hannay, Rachel Hunter, Anita 

John, Linda Lewin, Alister Lownie, Fi Martynoga, Colin McLean, Mary Morrison, Inge Panneels, Katherina 

Radeva, Margaret Skea, Susan Taylor, Sonia Valcarel, Douglas Roberts, Alex Saunders, Maggie Mackay, Mark 

Muller Stuart 

Summary:    

The Forum is really gathering momentum, and the August Gathering, in the lovely atmosphere of the Anne Younger 

Studio at the Eastgate Theatre,  provided useful discussion, exchange of information and networking opportunities.    

The gathering was followed by a performance of Borderlines - Asylum Monologues, by Ice & Fire Theatre in the 

Eastgate auditorium.  Several members of the Forum took up the offer of complimentary tickets for the performance 

of  a new verbatim script exploring the experience of asylum seekers in Scotland. Borderlines is an annual multi-arts 

programme engaging with issues at the heart of today’s society through the prism of art. 

The Gathering was facilitated by Caroline Adam, General Manager of the Eastgate Theatre, and Catherine Maxwell 

Stuart of Traquair House and Beyond Borders.  

The format of the Gathering: 

 Intros round the room 

 Presentations:   Caroline Adam, Eastgate Theatre on partnership working with both professionals and 

amateurs in the creative sector, and working across genres. 

 Catherine Maxwell Stuart spoke about working across sectors:  culture/heritage/tourism 

 Mark Muller Stuart QC, Founder and Director of Beyond Borders spoke about wider networks and the 

Beyond Borders International Festival of Thought and Literature, which was launching that evening, with 

international delegates and partners arriving. 

 Follow up Q&A 

 Discussion of Topics, questions, comments, notices 

Topics provided beforehand:   1. Is there a clear representation of the cultural sector on the Live 

Borders Board?   2. What is the rationale behind using a particular wholesaler to supply books for 

Visit Scotland, National Trust for Scotland?   3. Update on joint bid for activities relating to next 

year’s Year of History, Heritage and Archaeology. 

NOTES 

Presentations: 

Caroline Adam – focus on partnerships.    The power of arts and culture manifests in different ways – it starts with 

individual ideas and actions, and turns into collective actions.   Caroline spoke of her 8 years as General Manager of 

the Eastgate Theatre, and how it’s a good place to be!   She spoke in more detail about projects and performances in 

the current Eastgate Theatre programme and how they had come about.   Theatre programme – half is generated by 

community – professional/amateur cross over, and the other half by plugging in to touring programmes.   Links are 

made with organisations such as the Tweed Heads Civic Group, Tweedlove Festival – enabling a crossover between 

mountain biking and cinema.  

The Eastgate has inherited the Peebles Arts Festival, now renamed the Creative Peebles Festival.   The Eastgate are 

supporting the committee, with some of the workload that becomes difficult to sustain/onerous, but it is very much 

http://iceandfire.co.uk/
http://www.beyondbordersscotland.com/index.php
http://www.eastgatearts.com/events
http://www.peeblesartsfestival.org/


a partnership.   Need to make more connections, more widely next year – for example with the Borders Writers 

Forum – bigger ambitions.   Alex wants Peebles to ‘dance in the street’! 

Look for ‘highlights’ and a rich variety in programming  for eg Rapt in Winter – open galleries/studio trail  in the 

weekend in run up to Xmas,  work with musicians – pro/am, acapella, Asylum Monologues, Tall Tour, ‘7 songs for a 

long life’  

Rich resources in the sector, and through partnership.  It would be exciting to see how the Cultural Forum could do 

something big – for example a ‘fantastic’ weekend sometime. 

Catherine Maxwell Stuart 

Catherine outlined the context of Traquair House and Trust, and emphasised the importance of partnership – locally, 

nationally and internationally. 

From 1958, Traquair House, has developed as a ‘diversified attraction’ – with the establishment of a brewery, the 

planting of a maze, and in the early 70s, the development of craft workshops.   The artistic links were an extremely 

positive direction, and a craft fair developed, eventually becoming the Traquair Fair which grew to incorporate music 

and theatre.  Traquair had a relationship with Richard Demarco, which led to international exhibitions and 

installations – often provocative, very contemporary – challenging perceptions of a ‘normal country house 

experience’.   Traquair House is not just a heritage venue – it is an arts venue.    Catherine is keen to hear from 

anyone who is interested in this sort of thinking in terms of use of space at Traquair.   Feels that historic houses 

could be used more by artsits /cultural sector.    

Tweed Valley context – huge change in visitors over the last few years – used to be over 50s, now a younger 

demographic, into mountain biking for example.   The Tweed Valley Tourism Consortium (c. 200 businesses) 

launched in response to a join effort to develop area tourism, re-branding the area in a more dynamic, cohesive way.   

Received LEADER funding a few years ago, need to look to other opportunities for eg the BIDS project in Peebles.   

Working as part of the Scottish Borders Tourism Partnership with SBC to take forward a larger consortium bid for 

marketing the region.  Takes a bit of time – keep developing the branding and seeking continued investment and 

retain a sense of dynamism.    Heritage in a region wide sense – Catherine is also part of the Big Houses Group in the 

Borders, which could enable some partner initiatives eg touring exhibitions.   Need more imaginative ways of getting 

people in and moving them around the region.   9 listed houses in 50 mile radius.    

Borders Heritage Festival – needs continued development.  

International partnerships – Traquair – through Beyond Borders – is launching a partnership with Creative Santa Fe, 

who are looking at their area, the demographic there, and a sense of ‘stagnation’ and are responding by investing in 

their cultural economy.    

Mark Muller Stuart QC  

Mark is a UN Peace Negotiator and Human Rights Lawyer, and the Founder of Beyond Borders.  He isn’t involved in 

culture as such, but realised, in the context of his work, that you can reach people through arts and culture in a way 

that other mechanisms for communication and dialogue can’t.   The changes in democracy/government  in Scotland 

over the last couple of decades, mean that Scotland now has a story to tell.   What is remarkable is that such 

constitutional transformation has happened without a single bullet being fired.     

Beyond Borders is based on the idea of small nation dialogue, and it’s place in the world.    Beyond Borders, as an 

organisation – it is not just a festival/event -  has 3 key elements: 

1. Private diplomacy – working towards peace and dialogue 

http://www.traquair.co.uk/
http://creativesantafe.org/


2. Promotes Scotland’s place in the world and it’s constitutional journey, and what can be learned from that.    

Interacts with others – eg Basques, Ukrainians, Kurds – to work through issues and towards peaceful political 

transition in the world. 

3. Cultural Exchange – through various mediums, including spoken word, film, literature, visual arts for 

example.   Beyond Borders hosts a festival of thought and dialogue at Traquair House, but has a wider 

programme nationally, including a film festival 

Mark outlined the Beyond Borders event at Traquair House, where politicians, diplomats, writers, historians – eg 

William Dalrymple, Staffan de Mistura  and Nicola Sturgeon – come. 

Why do they come? They need a space to have dialogue/exchange. The event is a mixture of debates on current 

international situations, but also combines debates with local culture and history within the programme.  

Have developed this idea of Borderlands – hubs outwith the centre – now franchising Beyond Borders around the 

world – with first partnership with Creative Santa Fe, but also linking with Adelaide, Oman, Westport, Capri.  Beyond 

Borders as an event is very open – no reserved seats 

The exchange is extraordinary – and Traquair House is a unique setting for this, people find it to be a magical place. 

Q&A:   Timing of the event, last weekend in October, can be tricky, you don’t want to clash with other local events, 

for example Innerleithen Music Festival.   Though as partners in Edinburgh (eg Summerhall) use the EIFF as a 

platform for related events, the timing is also driven by that.  Also a natural break in diplomats calendars.  

 

Intros Round the Room and some points arising/connections to be made: 

Linda Lewin – jeweller and maker -  would like to talk to Mark further about Myanmar, would there be an 

opportunity to show work by Myanmar artists at Beyond Borders?   Mark – yes we do help subsidise people to come 

from around the world, and have initiated fellowships supported by the Scottish Government.   We are interested in 

human stories, and artists who tell them.   ACTION: Mark and Linda to connect. 

Rachel Hunter – Heritage Consultant.  Rachel is working on a project in Duns, in early stages, and wondering how we 

can bring the arts into motorsport!   

Sandy Devers, Trustee, Alchemy Film & Arts 

Sandy spoke about the Alchemy Film & Moving Image Festival, how it has developed over the years, a partnership 

with the Heart of Hawick as a venue, but also opens out into the town – using empty shops and ex industrial spaces 

to screen work.    The Festival itself stretches across 4 days, and next year will take place a little earlier – 2nd-5th 

March – as Alchemy are representing Scotland at the Venice Biennale in 2017.   Alchemy are working with the Talbot 

Rice Gallery (University of Edinburgh), to take the work of Scottish artist Rachel MacLean to Venice. 

Shortly Alchemy will have a shop front space on the high street, and have developed a strong volunteer programme 

and outreach activities.  Community filmmaking masterclasses have led to a vibrant Moving Image Makers Collective 

– short piece on them recently on Radio 4 Film Programme. 

Q. Potential to have ‘best of the festival’ curated films to tour/screen in other venues?    

Mark Muller Stuart mentioned that Beyond Borders would be interested in sponsoring an international filmmaker.  

ACTION: Mary Morrison to connect Mark and Richard Ashrowan, Director of Alchemy. 

Colin McLean – Chair of the Scottish Civic Trust, previously with Heritage Lottery Fund for 16.5 years, 

photographer.   The Scottish Civic Trust is part of the upcoming Doors Open Day, on 17th September.  Colin is 

http://www.beyondbordersscotland.com/festivals-guide.php?view=Beyond-Borders-Film-Festival-2016
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p044bn1d


chairing a project to celebrate the work of architect Peter Womersley with a seminar on 1st October at the National 

Gallery in Edinburgh. 

Inge Panneels mentioned a film piece which had been developed by artists Helen Douglas, Claire Pencak and Jenna 

Agate during the Reflections Creative Lab recently.   ACTION:  Inge to contact Colin to make the link.  

 

 

 

Topics raised/discussion points: 

 

Update on joint bid for activities relating to next year’s Year of History, Heritage and Archaeology 

 Lisa Denham, Business Manager, Arts Development, Live Borders 

Colleague Susan Garnsworthy is inviting partners to come forward with ideas for projects and events, and be 

involved in a consortium bid for funds to realise an ambitious programme for 2017 Year of History, Heritage and 

Archaeology: 

A coordinated and curated programme of special events and activities across historic sites, historic houses, 

archaeological sites, museums, libraries and natural locations, culminating in the Borders Heritage Festival in 

September 2017, to attract visitors to the Scottish Borders from across the United Kingdom and promote the high 

quality and unique history, heritage and archaeology of the Scottish Borders in 2017 Year of History, Heritage and 

Archaeology. 

The intention is to apply to Museums and Galleries Scotland, Event Scotland and other funders, following on from 

Cultural Strategy recommendations.  

Susan is working with Scottish Borders Council and Heritage Festival.  Rosemary Hannay is involved – looking at 

‘liminal places’ eg the Manor Valley, where there are a number of artists and writers ‘living on the edge’ and 

community collaborations can be enabled with them and local groups eg WRI, Agricultural Society, Young Farmers.    

This is an opportunity to go more in depth in terms of looking at history.  Hadrian’s Wall project is an inspiration.   

Rosemary’s project would be participative, would link with the Eastgate.   Other ideas – 3,000 bridges – adopt a local 

bridge.  The idea of lighting all the Border Peel Towers was mentioned from the group – perhaps a ‘bold, aggressive 

gesture?!’ 

Q.   Smaller groups don’t want to end up competing with a large consortium bid, need to link up, and have a joint 

approach to funding.     

Susan Garnsworthy was approached by SBC to engage more widely, enable more partners to buy in. 

The Borders Heritage Festival has been going for 9 years – but suffers from little awareness.   Having major, exciting, 

ambitious events can help raise the profile of other events. 

 

ACTION:  Mary Morrison to circulate Susan Garnsworthy’s briefing note, and contact details for responses. 

Q. What is the rationale behind using a particular wholesaler to supply books for Visit Scotland, National Trust for 

Scotland? (Margaret Skea) 

External%20briefing%20note%20on%20%20-%20Borders%20Where%20People%20Place%20and%20Myth%20Meet%20-%20YHHA%202017%20October%202016.docx
External%20briefing%20note%20on%20%20-%20Borders%20Where%20People%20Place%20and%20Myth%20Meet%20-%20YHHA%202017%20October%202016.docx
http://cabn.info/opportunities/creative-lab.html


Margaret would like to know if it’s possible for Visit Scotland TICs to stock books of local interest, by local authors.  

Margaret is a historical novelist, and has recently sold books in Dumfries House, which is supported by a Trust, so 

feels there is definitely a market for this.  Explore sale or return options?    

Use of wholesalers – eg Bookspeed – who have recently changed their policies so there is less range.    

Catherine Maxwell Stuart said she would be happy to receive books from local authors on sale/return basis.    

Karen Dick mentioned that she has a contact for the National Trust in Ayrshire (where one of Margaret’s novels is 

set) and would be happy to make a connection for her.   ACTION: Karen and Margaret to swap details. 

Sonia Valcarel (Regional Partnerships Executive – South, Visit Scotland) mentioned that Visit Scotland have recently 

launched a ‘Shop Local’ initiative, though this is focused on crafts/designers.   ‘VisitScotland is dedicated to 

showcasing local suppliers and, as part of VisitScotland’s new retail strategy, they have developed a Shop Local 

initiative.   VisitScotland’s Shop Local model offers the opportunity for local businesses (craft makers, artists, 

designers etc.) to promote and sell their products to visitors via the VisitScotland iCentre network on a commission 

basis agreement. ‘   Contact within Visit Scotland is Elaine Donnelly.   For more info contact 

shoplocal@visitscotland.com   

ACTION:  Sonia to ask Elaine to pass on details to Mary Morrison to circulate through the CABN network.   

 

Q. Is there representation of the cultural sector on the Live Borders Board? (Inge Panneels) 

It was noted that the Mission Statement for Live Borders doesn’t even mention culture, 5 months after the launch of 

the new integrated sports/leisure/culture trust.    http://www.liveborders.org.uk/who_we_are/about_us   The 

message is that culture is not represented, or championed by the organisation.   The Mission Statement, Strategy 

and images on this section of the site are still as they were when the organisation was Borders Sport and Leisure 

Trust (BSLT). 

Noted that the website is a work in progress.  

The make up of the Live Borders Board – there are no Trustee biographies on the site, so it’s not clear if any of the 

Trustees have a cultural background.   Very important to have representation/understanding of culture on the 

board.   There was a new Trustee role on the Board advertised in April, but it was aimed at someone with 

accountancy skills.   Individuals from the cultural sector would be keen to take up a role on the Board. 

The Board remains more or less the same as the BSLT Board.   Issue of those being asked to join to represent culture 

becoming the sole ‘apologist’ for culture.  

There is a Staff Association rep who sits on the Board.   

It is still early days in the new Trust,  and discussion recognised that there are champions for the arts  who aren’t 

necessarily working in the creative sector/from cultural backgrounds.  We do need those champions at that level, 

and if the current Live Borders doesn’t have those champions, it needs re-balancing. 

Can we bring these issues up with the CEO of Live Borders, Ewan Jackson?  Notes from the Forum to be forwarded to 

the appropriate person in Live Borders for action/response. 

Get a sense over the next 2 Forums of whether it would be good to invite Ewan Jackson to attend, to talk about the 

development of the organisation? 

It was noted that work was in progress with new Business Plans for Cultural Services, which will go to the Board.    It 

was also noted that Live Borders supports the Cultural Strategy for the Scottish Borders, though it was stressed that 

mailto:shoplocal@visitscotland.com
http://www.liveborders.org.uk/who_we_are/about_us
https://sbculturalstrategy.wordpress.com/draft-strategy/


this is a Cultural Strategy for the whole of the Borders, and to be delivered through partnerships between Live 

Borders, Scottish Borders Council, other agencies and organisations, and the sector itself. 

It was also noted that Scottish Borders Council still have a role in relation to Cultural Policy, and the delivery of 

Cultural Services by Live Borders.  This responsibility resides with Jeanette McDermid, Deputy Chief Executive of 

Scottish Borders Council.    

Q. What is the background to the formation of Live Borders ? 

Cultural Services (Museums, Libraries, Arts) was formerly part of Scottish Borders Council, and there had been 

developments towards moving to a trust model over the last few years, with the option of these services becoming a 

stand alone culture trust.  More recently, Scottish Borders Council moved towards a model of integrating these 

services with an existing trust – Borders Sport and Leisure Trust.  The new integrated trust came into being on 1st 

April 2016. 

 

 

The next September Gathering of the Forum will be at The Hippodrome, Eyemouth on Thursday 1st 

September 6-8pm.  Ian Tod from the Hippodrome will introduce their exhibition ‘Making Good 

Places’, and a light buffet, teas and coffees will be provided. 

 

 

 


